CASE STUDY
SECTOR: EXHIBITION & EVENTS

Ecotile can fit and supply the perfect flooring solution for any type of exhibition or event. We’ve helped some of the world’s
largest brands launch, celebrate and promote their products through carefully delivered events.

The Challenge
Brands both big and small use Ecotile because they require a durable, safe
and smart looking floor that will draw attention from the crowd during
events.

Ecotile can be installed extremely quickly over any hard
surface without the need for specialist tools, preparation
or technical knowledge. Simply tap the tiles together to
create a safe, functional and smart floor.

Every event is different; some are outdoors, some involve moving vehicles
and some require bright coloured walkways. During the event planning
stage there are several factors that organisers need to consider when
choosing a floor including:







Durability and Time – How long does the floor need to stay down
for? How quickly can it be installed?
Environment – Is the event indoors or outdoors? What about rain
or harsh sunlight?
Safety – Fire retardance, slip hazards and walkways.
Budget – Can you deliver a functional floor for your budget?
Application – How heavy is footfall? Are there any vehicles?
Aesthetics – Can you incorporate logos and graphics into the
floor?

The Solution
Ecotile can provide a solution to the majority of flooring concerns
that event organisers face with product ranges suitable for both
internal and external applications. Our interlocking tile range is
capable of withstanding anything from heavy footfall all the way
through to extremely heavy loads (HGV’s and tracked vehicles).
Choose from a wide variety of colours, create walkways and
incorporate company logos into the floor so that your core brand
message is always at the forefront of the event.

Our Clients Include:
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EVENTS & EXHIBITIONS

To learn how Ecotile can help with your event, call us on
01582 788 232, email enquiries@ecotileflooring.com, or
visit www.ecotileflooring.com
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